1968 Informal Preparatory meeting at Frankfurt
1968 Informal Preparatory Meeting at Frankfurt
1968 IPA Congress, Amsterdam
Piet Bergmans, 1st STM Chair, 1969 - 1971
1971 Marketing Seminar, Berlin
1986 Singapore

Jolanda von Hagen and friends
1988

Barbara Meredith, AAP/PSP
1989

John Davey and friends
1989

Deborah Wiley, Tim King, Nick Veliotes
1989

Sarah Finnegan, STM Chair 1990 - 1992
1989

IK – Hyung Liu
1989

John Dill, STM Chair, 1995 - 1996
1989

Deborah Wiley, Brad Wiley, Keith Bowker
1989

Gunther Hauff, STM Chair, 1980 - 1981
1989

Brian Decker, Toni Tracy
Charles Ellis, Bradford Wiley
1995

Malik Laechelt
1995

John Dill, STM Chair, 1995 - 1996
2000 Innovations Seminar

Norman Paskin and Tim Ingoldsby
2001 Innovations Seminar

Andrea Powell
2001 Innovations Seminar

Arnoud de Kemp
2001 Innovations Seminar

Bill Hutchinson
2001 Innovations Seminar

Norman Paskin
2001 Innovations Seminar

Ralph Youngen
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Bob Bovenschulte, STM Chair 2001 - 2002 and Ed Pentz
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Dame Lynne Brindley
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Kathleen Bursley and Bob Bovenschulte
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Kathleen Bursley
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Maurice Long and Hugh Jones
2002 Copyright Committee Meeting

Mark Seeley, Anthony Watkinson, Bob Bovenschulte
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Arnoud deKemp and friend
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Herman Spruijt and Bob Bovenschulte
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Bob Campbell, STM Chair, 1999 -2000 and Bob Bovenschulte, STM Chair 2000 - 2002
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Judy Luther
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support structure for all projects. Their collective wisdom and work towards compatibility is vital.

Code - parallel computing - attract multi-

Richard Gedye
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Rene Olivieri
2002 Frankfurt Conference

Bob Bovenschulte, STM Chair 2001 - 2002
2002 Innovations Seminar
2002 Innovations Seminar

Paul Evans
2002 Innovations Seminar

Amy Brand
2002 Innovations Seminar

Patricia Seybold and Paul Titcombe
2002 Innovations Seminar

Eric Swanson, STM Chair 2003 - 2005
2002 Innovations Seminar

Peter Shepherd
2002 Innovations Seminar

Richard Newman
2002 Innovations Seminar

Tim Ingoldsby
2002 Innovations Seminar

Tim Ingoldsby
Ann Okerson
2004 Frankfurt Conference

Eric Swanson, STM Chair, 2003 - 2005
2004 Frankfurt Conference

Jim Pringle
2004 Frankfurt Conference

Bob Campbell
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Anthony Watkinson and Hugh Jones
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Chris Gibson & Friend
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Barbara Meredith, Eric Swanson, Dick Rudick
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Erik Engstrom, Graham Taylor, Mark Robertson, Carlo Scollo Lavizzari, Marcel Toebak
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Jerry Cowhig STM Chair 2006 - 2008, Valentina Kalk & Lex Lefebvre
2005 Frankfurt Conference

Janice Kuta and Marc Brodsky
2006 Frankfurt Conference

Graham Taylor, Anthony Watkinson, Dick Rudick
2006 Frankfurt Conference

Marc Brodsky, Erik Engstrom, Derk Haank & Bob Campbell
2006 Frankfurt Conference

Brian Crawford and Michael Mabe
2006 Frankfurt Conference

Jan Velterop, Rudiger Gebauer, Mary Waltham, Pieter Bolman
2006 Frankfurt Conference
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Bob Campbell, STM Chair, 1999 - 2000
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

David Worlock
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Eric Swanson, STM Chair, 2003 - 2005,
Carlo Scollo Lavizzari
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Erik Engstrom and Maurice Long
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Marcel Toebak
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Mark Robertson and Marc Brodsky
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Michael Mabe
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Peter Hendriks
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Tracey Armstrong, Marcel Toebak and friends
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Lex Lefebvre, Dick Rudick & Friends
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Sylvie Feyereisen, Barbara Meredith, Michael Mabe, Janice Kuta, Scott Plutchak, Anthony Watkinson
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Hugh Jones, Graham Taylor & Friends
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Derk Haank, Erik Engstrom, Maurice Long, Jack Ochs & Friends
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Sue Corbett, Hill Slowinski, Mark Seeley & Friends
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Elise Seeley, Herman Spruijt, Sue Corbett, Hill Slowinski, Rhonda Oiver
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Scott Plutchak & Friend
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Jerry Cowhig, STM Chair 2006 - 2008
& Javier Hernandez Ros
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Paul Weislogel and Dietrich Goetze, STM Chair, 1997 - 1998
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Sylvie Feyereisen, Brian Crawford, Barbara Meredith
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Alan Adler & Peter Shepherd, CLA
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Brian Crawford, David Worlock, Sue Corbett, Rhonda Oliver, Paul Weislogel, Masayoshi Kitamura
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Manfred Antoni, Brian Crawford
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Eric Swanson, Janice Kuta, Dick Rudick
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Pieter Bolman
2006 Frankfurt Dinner

Tracey Armstrong
2007 E-Production Seminar

Jerry Cowhig, John Strange, Anthony Watkinson, Edward Wates
2007 E-Production Seminar
2007 E-Production Seminar
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Amhed Hindawi and Mayur Amin
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Andrew Keen
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Anurag Acharya and Geoffrey Bilder
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Della Sar and Toby Green
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Henk van der Rijst and Marcel Toebak
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Marc Brodsky, Tim Ingoldsby & Maurice Long
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Jack Ochs
2007 Frankfurt Conference

James Testa and David Hoole
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Jim McGinty and Bianca Gerlinger
2007 Frankfurt Book Fair
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Kim Beadle, Janice Kuta and Jayne Marks
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Michael Mabe, Jerry Cowhig & Peter Hendriks
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Mark Seeley and Carlo Scollo Lavizzari
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Olaf Ernst
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Richard Kobel and Susan Kesner
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Ted Nardin & Colleague
2007 Frankfurt Conference

Wim van der Stelt and Claire Bird
2007 Innovations Seminar

Howard Ratner
2007 Innovations Seminar
2007 Innovations Seminar

Jonathan Clark
2007 Innovations Seminar

Julie Noblitt, Patricia Seybold & Jayne Marks
2007 Spring Conference

Dagmar Stehle and Reed Elfenbein
2007 Frankfurt Conference

David Nicholas
2007 Spring Conference

Geoffrey Bilder, Mark Robertson & Howard Ratner
2007 Spring Conference

Dellar Sar & Friend
2007 Spring Conference

Erik Engstrom, Peter Hendriks & Michael Mabe
Fiona Bennett Kearney & Friend
2007 Spring Conference

Eileen Shanbrom & Friend
2007 Spring Conference

Howard Ratner & Friend

stm
2007 Spring Conference

Masayoshi Kitamura & Bob Kelly
2007 Spring Conference

Doug LaFrenier & Dough Wright
2009 Spring Conference

Reed Elfenbein & Colleague

stm
2007 Innovations Seminar
2007 Spring Conference

Jayne Marks, STM Chair 2009
2007 Spring Conference

Michael Mabe and Chris Beckett
2007 Spring Conference

Michael Mabe and Pieter Bolman
2007 Spring Conference

Rhonda Oliver and Erik Engstrom
2007 Spring Conference

Valentina Kalk, Fred Dylla and Marc Brodsky
2008 Frankfurt Conference

Cliff Morgan
2008 Frankfurt Conference

David Hoole
2008 Frankfurt Conference

David Worlock and Harold Varmus
2008 Frankfurt Conference

Jo Dinnage, Lex Lefebvre and Kim Beadle
2008 Frankfurt Conference

Larry Sanger
2008 Frankfurt Conference

Tony Durniak and Fred Dylla
2008 Frankfurt Conference

Harold Varmus and David Hoole
2008 Innovations Seminar

Mark Wood & Martin Sugden
2009 Spring Conference

Linda Beebe & Colleague
2009 Spring Conference

Eefke Smit and Karen Hunter
2009 Spring Conference

Gary Vandenbos and Janice Kuta
2009 Spring Conference

Chuck Koscher
2009 Spring Conference

Tim Ingoldsby & Colleague
2009 Spring Conference

Robert Parker & Colleague
2009 Spring Conference

Keith Kupferschmid and Carol Richman
2009 Spring Conference

Jerry Cowhig, Cliff Morgan, Bruce Gossett, Marc Brosky
2009 Spring Conference

Gerry Grenier & Colleague
2009 Spring Conference

Eric Massant & Colleagues
2009 Spring Conference
2009 Spring Conference

Janice Kuta
2009 Spring Conference

Jerry Cowhig, STM Chair 2006 - 2008,
Jayne Marks, STM Chair 2009
2009 Spring Conference

Amy Brand and Kim Beadle
2009 Spring Conference

Mark Seeley, Carlo Scollo Lavizzari and Eefke Smit
2009 Spring Conference

Mark Seeley and Eefke Smit
2009 Spring Conference

Michael Mabe
Book 2.03 Seminar 2009

Eileen Dolan, Jill Taylor-Roe, Roel Tilly, Kate Price
Eileen Dolan, Jill Taylor-Roe
Eric Swanson and John Jarvis
Eric Swanson and Pieter Bolman
Bob Bovenschulte, Pat Schroeder, Barbara Meredith, Eric Swanson
Bob Campbell, Maurice Long
Claus Michaletz, Dick Rowe
Hugo Brick
Rudiger Gebauer, Dietrich Goetze
Arnoud de Kemp, Kathleen Bursley, Peter McKay
Colin Whurr, Jamie Cameron
Alan Liss … Eric Swanson …
Peter Nalle, Claus Michaletz
Hugo Setzer
Dick Rudick, Charles Ellis
Eamon Fennessey
Fed Kohlap, Hugo Setzer
Lynette Owen
Kathleen Bursley, Lex Lefebvre
Kathleen Bursley
A Frankfurt Conference

Eric Swanson, STM Chair, 2003 - 2005
A Frankfurt Conference
A Frankfurt Conference
Dietrich Goetze, STM Chair, 1997 - 1998
Doug LeFrenier & Colleague
Carol Rischer, Arnoud deKemp & Colleague
Bob Campbell and friends
Herman Spruijt, Stefan von Holtzbrinck, Tim Ingoldsby
Bob Bovenschulte, STM Chair, 2001 - 2002, Dietrich Goetze, STM Chair, 1997 - 1998, Bob Campbell, STM Chair, 1999 - 2000
Wolf von Lucius and Pat Schroeder
Bernd Grossman and friends
STM Seminar in New Delhi, India
1969 First Office of STM - Amsterdam